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In many applications, such as those in physical sciences, the solu-
tion of the generalized eigenvalue problem Ax = ABx is often required,
where A and B are real symmetric matrices and B is positive definite.
There exist several methods for solving this problem. The well-known
Cholesky-Wilkinson method [l] uses Cholesky factorization of B, B = LL
,
to reduce the problem into standard form. However, this method requires
inverting the factors of B which may lead to a bad solution if B is ill-
conditioned. For a nearly singular B, Peters and Wilkinson [k] describe
an algorithm which approximates the null space of B and removes it from the
problem to get a well-conditioned problem. This method involves determining
the rank of B. If a wrong decision is made, the well-conditioned eigen-
values may be seriously affected. In [6], Fix and Heiberger designed an
algorithm which is a variant of the Peters-Wilkinson method [k] for nearly
semidefinite B, i.e. is concerned with the case when B (or A and B) is ill-
conditioned with respect to inversion and B is permitted to be positive
semidefinite. Peters and Wilkinson also describe another efficient algo-
rithm in [2] for the calculation of specified eigenvalues of Ax = XBx with
band symmetric A and B, the latter being positive definite. In their
method, every eigenvalue is isolated using the Sturm sequence property of
leading principal minors of A - XB and is then computed accurately using
a modified version of successive linear interpolation. Recently, Moler
and Stewart have presented the QZ method [9] which was designed primarily
for nonsymmetric matrices A and B, and does not require inversion of B.
If A and B were symmetric, this algorithm destroys symmetry and requires
more arithmetic operations and storage and may even produce complex eigen-
values.
In this paper, our SQZ algorithm is developed in a similar way as
the QZ for handling symmetric A and B where B is an ill-conditioned posi-
tive definite matrix. This algorithm preserves symmetry, reduces the
storage requirements, uses less time, and produces only real eigenvalues.
Since our method is actually a symmetric case of Moler and Stewart's QZ
method, we will call our algorithm "SQZ". The algorithm is based on the
following observations:
1. For matrices A and B if A * ZBZ for some non-singular matrix Z,
then the matrices A and B are called congruent. If A = ZA Z
and B = ZB Z then the generalized eigenvalue problems
A x = AB x and Ay = AB y have the same eigenvalues, and the
eigenvectors are related by x = Z y.
2. For matrices A and B, there exist unitary matrices U and V such
H H
that both A" = U AV and B' = U BV are upper triangular. The
values a'../b'.. are the eigenvalues A. in Ax = ABx. [3]n n l
3. If A and B are symmetric with B positive definite, then there
exists a matrix U satisfying U BU = I such that A" = IjAU is
diagonal. [3]
The algorithm consists of the following four stages:
(i) B is reduced to a diagonal matrix (an iterative process), while
the updated A is still symmetric. This stage requires only
orthogonal transformations.
(ii) A is reduced to the tridiagonal form keeping B diagonal. This
stage requires both orthogonal and elementary transformations,
(iii) A is subjected to the QR transformations with elementary trans-
formations to keep B diagonal, an iterative process.
(iv) After several iterations in (iii), A approaches the diagonal
form and the eigenvalues A. will be given by a. ./b. . if b.
. ^ 0.
1 11 n n
If a. . ^ and b.. =0, then we will have an infinite eigenvaluen n
X.. If both a.. = b.. =0, then any scalar can be an eigenvalue
i n n
of Ax = ABx.





Moler and Stewart's QZ algorithm is a generalization of Francis' QR
method [ll] to solve the problem Ax = ABx where A and B are general square
matrices. If both A and B are real symmetric matrices, the QZ algorithm
will destroy symmetry and hence requires more time and storage and may
produce nonreal eigenvalues. This is not economical or practical, espe-
cially for matrices of large size. As we mentioned previously, several
algorithms have been developed for dealing with the above problem. How-
ever, it was mainly assumed that B in addition of being positive definite
is also well-conditioned. In this paper we present an algorithm to deal
economically with the problem when B is ill-conditioned. The algorithm
requires much less storage and time, and produces only real eigenvalues.
Before we go into the details of our algorithm, which we will call
SQZ, let us present the idea of the QR method for the eigenvalue problem
Cx = Ax,
1. Reduce C to the upper Hessenberg form using similarity
transformations.
2. Find an origin shift A using the roots of the lower right-
hand 2x2 principal submatrix of C.
3. Find an orthogonal matrix Q such that Q(C - Al) = R, where
R is upper triangular.
k. Let C = QCQ
,
then the matrix C is upper Hessenberg again.
5. If the off-diagonal elements of C are not negligible, then
go back to 2.
6. The eigenvalues of the original matrix are the diagonal
elements of C.
If the original matrix C is real symmetric, it is first reduced to
the tridiagonal form which is preserved by the QR transformations.
Moler and Stewart's QZ algorithm is motivated by the QP method de-
scribed above. We present the idea of this algorithm:
1. Reduce simultaneously A to upper Hessenberg form and B to
triangular form.
2. Find the origin shift using the roots of Ay = ABy, where A
and B are the lower 2x2 principal submatrices of A and B, respectively.
3. Find the orthogonal matrices Q and Z, such that QAZ is upper
Hessenberg and Q(A - XB) and QBZ are both upper triangular matrices.
h. Let QAZ be denoted by A, QBZ be denoted by B.
5. If the off-diagonal elements of A are not negligible, then
go back to 2.
th a ' '
6. The i eigenvalue is if b.. ^ 0.b.
. nn
The idea of our SQZ is similarly presented as:
1. Reduce simultaneously A to tridiagonal matrix and B to
diagonal.
2. Find the origin shift.
3. Find a transformation L such that LAL is tridiagonal,
L(A - XB) is upper triangular, and LBL is diagonal.
h. Let LAL and LBL be denoted by A and B, respectively.
5. If the off-diagonal elements of A are not negligible, then
go back to 2.
th a ' '
6. The i eigenvalue is -— if b.. ^ 0.
ii
To simplify the explanation in our SQZ algorithm, we introduce the
following notations:






























such that G. .AG. . annihilates elements in the positions (i, j) and (j, i),
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;uch that E.D'E. produces in the positions (i-1, i) and (i, i-l), i.e.,
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where p = —, and g = g + pf
.
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We will start "by describing the algorithm for the generalized eigen-
value problem
Ax = XDx (l)
where A is a real symmetric matrix and D = diag(cL , d , ..., d ) in
which < d, , < d„ < ... < d . Our SQZ algorithm consists of two steps,
— 11 — 22 — — nn
STEP I—Reduce A to the tridiagonal form, keeping D diagonal :
Let,
A =
X X X x^ x?
X X XX X
*L
X XX X




Consider the orthogonal transformation,
n,l
s -c
From (l), we have
(G ^G 1
_) (G .X) = (G .DG* . ) (G _3fc)
n,l n,l n,l n,l n,l n,l
or, k'yi' = AD^x^
The new matrices k' and D" are of the form,
(2)
A' =
















where p = — , such that E A^E has the zeros in positions (l, n) and (n, l)
S2
n n
preserved, and E D^E is a diagonal matrix. Thus,
n n
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g = g + pf = *- >
±
-1- So

























where T is a tridiagonal matrix of order (j-l) and we are going to
annihilate x in A, so we apply the orthogonal transformation G. .to (l)
and obtain,
(G. .AG* .) (G. .X) = (G. .DG* .) (G. .X)
where A" = G. .AG.
.











respectively, a non-zero element f is introduced in positions (i, i-l)
and (i-l, i) of D".
Next, we apply an elementary transformation E. to (5) and obtain,
(E.A'E*) (eTV) = (E.D'E*) (ETV) (6)ill ill
where E. is such that E.A^E. has the same zeros as in A' and E.D^E. is
i 11 11
diagonal. The elementary transformations E. may cause numerical instability
if |p|>l (see Wilkinson [10], p. l6U ) . For |p| = I— | to be less than or





- 2, 2, -









Hence the region in the (r, |t|)-plane in which |p| > 1 is the shaded





Suppose that x.^ , x and d , d are the elements which yield |p| > 1 in
A and D, respectively. In this case we apply a diagonal transformation




















thus, t = at, and f = ——
.
a
One way of choosing an appropriate scale factor a is, for l6 <_| "b | <_ l6 ,









































































^V-V , , t2r-l
_
l~l p 2 ' ' 2 '—s2 si+ci t r+1
< 1»
1 ,f -
since r > 0, and a = —. For those cases when — < 1, we choose S.=I
So if
Now if we define,
j j+2 j+1 n-1 n*
where V. = E.G. .S., then we have,
Z -Z ...Z Z.Az!
;Z*..Zt Zt = T








n-2 n-1 2 1 12 n-1 n





That is, by the transformation Z = Z ...Z Z , we will he dealing with





X = Z y.
U 3
To reduce A to T and D to D we require roughly — n multiplications and
12
— n square roots.
STEP II—Reduce T to Diagonal and preserve the diagonal D :
This is an iterative process. The origin shift is obtained from the
-1/2 -1/2
lowest 2x2 principal submatrix of D TD . Let us assume that the
lowest 2x2 principal submatrix of T and the corresponding 2x2 principal
15
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and the sign in q + v is chosen to yield,
|
q +_ v| =
| q I + v.
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Next, find an elementary transformation E to annihilate f but does not
introduce any new nonzero elements in T" , thus T = E T^E and D = E D'E













Then by another orthogonal transformation G , we annihilate x in T and
introduce again a nonzero element f in position (3, 2) and (2, 3) in D,
and a nonzero element in positions (U, 2) and (2, h) in T. By another
corresponding elementary transformation E
,
we annihilate the element f
in positions (3, 2) and (2, 3) in D again and do not introduce any new
nonzero elements in T. That is, as each element x~ in positions (i, j)
and (j, i) is annihilated by an orthogonal transformation G. . , it pro-
duces a nonzero element f in positions (i, i-l) and (i-1, i) in D, which
is immediately annihilated by a suitably chosen E.. In the same way as
discussed in STEP I , a corresponding scaling matrix S. may be required
prior to performing G. .to insure that the future multiplier p in E. will
satisfy |p| <_ 1 for numerical stability.
The process continues in a similar way, chasing the unwanted nonzero
elements down to the bottom, right-hand corner. It ends with M =E G ^S
n n n,n-2 n
where n is the current order of matrices T and D, and we have obtained a
new tridiagonal and a diagonal matrices again. If this process is applied
iteratively with properly chosen origin shifts, there result sequences of
matrices T^\ T ( , ..., and D ( , V , ..., satisfying
T (i+D = z(±)^±) z (i)
%





where Z (i) = M (i)M (l > . . .M,(iV^V ± \
n n-1 4 3 2





for j = 3, U, ..., n (lU)









which is produced from the origin shift. The matrix T will approach
diagonal after several iterations, replacing the negligible subdiagonal




A = -J-, if 3. 4
J 3. j
where T " = diag[a.] and D ' = diag[ 3 . ] . It can be shown that one iter-
J J
ation requires roughly 22n multiplications (excluding scaling) and n
square roots.
To replace the negligible subdiagonal elements in T by zeros, we
use the following two criteria, consider any 2*2 corresponding diagonal
submatrices in T and D, assume that these are as given in (8). From (10)
we see that & is negligible if,






< e., are satisfied.
i T t ' — M12
The eigenvalues of
_Tl Y





X - A(t + t_) + Tiljl - -*— ) =1 2 12 t t
2
2
thus, if the term -r—^ r <_ eM , i.e. negligible, then our origin shift will
be just the same as if 6 = in T.
One special case may be disposed of immediately, since we assume that
the matrix D is positive definite and its diagonal elements are in ascend-
ing order, so it may happen that D has cL so small that dividing by it
may cause overflow. In this case we use the following criterion: If




\ \ \XXX , and D = 22
M
nn
In the above situation we use an elementary transformation E to anni-
hilate the element x~ in positions (2, l) and (l, 2) in T, then the
t t
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where the multiplier of En is p = .2 x^ If |p| > 1, we just scale both T
-m
and D by the matrix S = diag(q, 1, ..., l) with q = l6 , where m is chosen




i.e., -] <log l6 —
e
rn.
Now we go back to our original generalized eigenvalue problem Ax = XBx.
As we have mentioned in section 2.1 above, that before we deal with the
problem Ax = ADX, we have to diagonalize the matrix B first. This diagonaliza-
tion can be done by applying our SQZ algorithm to the standard eigenvalue
problem Bx = yx to solve for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of B. Then
those eigenvalues are the diagonal elements of D. Of course, every trans-
formation which is applied to B in solving Bx = yx must also be applied





eralized eigenvalue problem Ax = ABx is reduced to A(Z x) = AD(Z x),
i.e. AX = ADX, where X = Z x. The problem Ax = ADX can then be solved
as we have discussed above.
Note that only orthogonal transformations are applied in the pro-
cess of solving for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of B.
It is interesting to compare the number of operations required to
solve the eigenvalue problem Ax = ABx by the SQZ and QZ algorithms where
A and B are real symmetric and B is positive definite. We will assume
that the QZ will be applied without modification so in reducing B to the
upper triangular form the symmetry of A is destroyed. For the SQZ al-
gorithm, assuming that we need both the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, the
operation count can be divided as follows:
(i) Bx = yx:
h 3
1. In reducing B to tridiagonal form we require roughly — n
1 2
multiplications and -r- n square roots.
2. Reducing the resulting tridiagonal matrix to the diagonal
form essentially is an iterative process that requires 17n
multiplications and n square roots per iteration.
3. Forming the corresponding matrix A consists of the following
three parts:
(a) Saving all the orthogonal transformations in 1 above
3
requires roughly 2n multiplications.
(b) Saving all the orthogonal transformations in 2 above
2
requires roughly i+n multiplications per iteration.
(c) Forming XAX = A, where X is the orthogonal transforma-
3




(ii) Ax = ADx:
1. In reducing A to the tridiagonal form T and preserving the
Ij. 3 12diagonal D, we require — n multiplications and — n square
roots.
2. Reducing the resulting tridiagonal matrix T to the diagonal
form and preserving the diagonal D essentially is an iterative
process again. In this reduction step we require 22n multi-
plications and n square roots per iteration.
3. Forming the eigenvector matrix Z consists of the following
two parts:
(a) Saving all the orthogonal transformations in 1 requires
3
roughly 2n multiplications.
(h ) Saving all the orthogonal transformations in 2 requires
2
roughly Un multiplications per iteration.
The operation counts given above can be summarized as follows:
TABLE 2-1
OPERATION COUNT OF REDUCTION STEP
(For SQZ it consists of the steps (i)
(ii)-l, and (ii)-3.a given above.)
without eigenvectors with eigenvectors























k is the number of iterations required in step (i)-2.
22
TABLE 2-2
OPERATION COUNT FOR ONE ITERATION
(In SQZ we have Ty=ADy where T is
tridiagonal and D diagonal,
in QZ we have Hy=ARy where H is an
upper Hessenberg and R upper triangular.
)
without eigenvectors with eigenvectors














If k = 2n and assuming that we need two iterations per eigenvalue X in
Table 3-2, then SQZ will require a total of:
Without Eigenvectors
88 3









multiplications, where we assumed that n is so large that n and n are
3




The SQZ algorithm has been implemented in a FORTRAN program. The
program is written for finding the solutions of the generalized eigenproblem
Ax = ABx for real symmetric matrices. Generally, we call our SQZ program
twice for the full symmetric matrices A and B. The first call of SQZ reduces
B to a diagonal matrix and updates the symmetric matrix A. If B is already
in diagonal form, then the first call of SQZ program is not necessary. The
second call of SQZ program finds the eigenvalues and, if required, the eigen-
vectors of the system. Between the first and the second calls, we rearrange
the diagonal elements of B such that they are in ascending order to yield
better results. All the examples presented in this paper have been run on
the IBM 360/75 at the University of Illinois.
In all the examples we have seen so far, our SQZ algorithms require
roughly 1.3 iterations per eigenvalue. Also, we tend to find the smaller
eigenvalues first so we can guarantee that the smaller eigenvalues computed
by SQZ will be as accurate as possible.
We compare some results obtained by SQZ
,
QZ
, and TRED2 and IMTQL2 [7]
-1/2 -1/2
applied to B AB . The program IMTQL2 or program IMTQL1 may yield
better results if we arrange the diagonal elements of T, the tridiagonal
-1/2 -1/2
matrix obtained from B AB , in ascending order. Thus for those ex-
amples which produce the diagonal elements of T in descending order, we
flip the matrix T before we call IMTQL1 or IMTQL2 to guarantee better re-
2k
suits. Also, for some other examples, we compare some results obtained by
SQZ, QZ, and Kahan and Varan's program "RECURSECTION" [5].
In the SQZ program we actually combine the orthogonal transformation














where cl = c + ps, and si = s - pc
.
Furthermore, we print out the normalized eigenvectors in our program
output. And the relative residual is computed as,
I 3. Ax - ct.Bxl I
1
' 1 1 1 '00
(1% + la. I |b| )
,th
where a . is the i diagonal element of the final diagonal form of the ma-




trix B. The i eigenvalue is given by —— . Numerous examples had been
3
i
tested using SQZ and most of them gave results agreeing to at least lk sig-
nificant figures with QZ, TRED2 and IMTQL2, or RECURSECTION [5] (their ALGOL
program has been translated into FORTRAN on the IBM 360/75 at the University
of Illinois by the author). Tne following carefully chosen examples, how-
ever, indicate some interesting disagreement in the results obtained by SQZ,
and QZ. For those underlined eigenvalues we find that there is more agree-














k 5 -2 -1
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-3.50000 71 1+25 3903
-5.16363 1+8717 6210
1.56603 53712 1+899
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(c) IMTQL1: -5.16353 76268 U9086 xio
1.571^3 62^7^ 91707 ><10
(
-3.U9991 161417 6291^ xlO







and D = diag(8><10 , 7, 10" , 2x10 )
2 1 3 1»












































































1.31U81 U8112 63815 xio"
8.57121 OT213 7^638 xio
8.57^69 90230 68577 xlO-






1 -3 1 5
3 1 6 -2

































, B = P DP,
and D = diag(2xl010
,







1.U8710 73189 3^508 xio'
-1.U8699 ^9075 32303 xio'
-8.57039 538U2 65270 xlO
5.25869 12660 U5T56 xio
-7
-10
-1.00251 66ohk 8551 xio'
t






















5.25869 12662 95921 xlO
-8.57039 53838 65502 xio
9.M399 35712 6910U xio J




For these underlined eigenvalues, there is only one significant figure agree-











B = diag(l, 2, 3, ..., 37, e^ Eg, £3, e^)
where e = l6 x 10
e = 16 x 10
e = 16 x 10








(a) SQZ: 6.25685 99337 201+76x10 -3.1+5956 99738 86960x10
5.56U10 58UT8 29690X1011 -2.39999 08392 l+l+o68xio
_1
h. 93162 79161+ 70630xl010 -2.91631 661+91 l+l+512xl0
_1














































1 2.66670 62771 92957x10°









(b) The corresponding results in QZ and RECUESECTION agree to at least Ik
significant figures with the results from SQZ shown above, except for
the two smallest underlined eigenvalues as expected. The largest resid-
ual computed in SQZ is 10~ while that of the QZ is 10~ , the differ-
ence is due to the fact that QZ uses orthogonal transformations all the
way while SQZ uses also elementary transformations which may affect the
accuracy of the computed eigenvectors.
31
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C IFLAG = Q - INDICATES ELEMENTARY TR ANSFCJR VAT I CNS A* E SQZ0053




C 1FLAG=1 - INDICATES NO bLE"cNTA^Y 7* ANSFOF*AT I CNS SQ70n?3
C APE FEOHIPED. SOZOO"^
_C WANTX - IT'DIC^TES T HE c EP'JI c E *'F NT CF COMPUTING E T CEVV EC TOR S , Sn*03 c 7
C WANTX=.TKUb. - MEANS EIGENVECTORS A^E REQUIRED, SUZ0053
C WANTX=.FALSF.- MFANS EIGENVECTORS A-;E NOT REQUIRED. SQ7O059
C OUTPUT ; SOZQ HO
C ALFA, BETA - ARE VECTORS AND CONTAIN THh INFORMATION OF EIGEN- SOZ^QSl
3U




C LAMRDA(I) = ALFACI )/«ETA(I I. SQZ0063
C A, B - THE STRICTLY UPPER TP I ANGLE < I . E . A(I,J)«0. FOP I>«J ) SQZOOo-V
T CUN T A I MS T HL L I-klGlMAL U^PKHAMuN AHO TZ SAVED TflFPtF S«n3o*
C GHOUT THE COMPUTATION 3UT THE LOWER TRIANGLE IS SQ7TOo6
C PVERWklTTEN AND ONLY THE DIAGONAL WHICH CONTAINS THE SQZO^o?
T VALUED DF ALF-M11 IS NEEDED TIJ iJU T FU T , T HE 5 7 C I C T LV S0731od
C LOWEP TRIANGLE IS DESTROYED. SQ7DC69CD - CONTAINS THE VALUES or RETA(I). SQZOOZO
T K CCMAIK5 I hE tIRENVcfT rss IP REQUIRED. SnZfl.1 7 1
C ITEP - ITEPIII CONTAINS THE NUMBER CF ITERATIONS NEEDED FOR SOZOD72
C FINDING THE I-TH EIGENVALUE. SOZ0073
T TFRU IS TROUBLE INDICATE, 537^1 7 4
C IERR»J - INDICATES THE J-TH EIGENVALUE HAS NOT BEEN SQ70175
C DETERMINED AFTE& CEPTAIN AMOUNT CF NUMBER SOZ0O76
T Uh ITFOATIMMSi Wt St' J = JU IN I HIS PF-C'CAMI SOfiMJ





T IBM S1ANUAUU HXUP bUbkUUIINb LI- EkkUW 420 ! I <i21'6 : SH70^d3







9 FORM AT (1 H I,' N =',13//, ' P = ') SCZ0091
rc-TTT^rnTD $0703-12
DO 6 1=1, N S0ZDT93
READ(5,90O) (B< I, J) ,J = 1,N) SOZ009^





DO 11 1=1, N S070100
D(I J = 1.D0 : ?T7TTTr
PNI=0. SO7O102
DO 20 J=l ,N S0ZO1P3
rni=rni*dabS1&I i,j| j swtttw
c initial i 7f x : sq701p3
20 X( I , J)=n. SOZri06
PNORM=DM,i*l (RN r P.M,?.N I ) SO ^ 31 M
RD(I)=P«I,I) S0Z0108
X( I ,1 )=1.D0 SQ/OI09
IP1 = I*1 SQ'0110
IF(I.CE.N) C-P TO 11 SQZOlll
DO 21 J = IP1,N S0'P112
1 J= I J + l SOZ3113
21 sap( i.n = «( I , J) snzmu
11 CONTINUE SQ711 15





IFL£r, = i S0^119
CALL SOZ(ND,M,P,D,C D S, .TRUE.,X ,r.? ,1 ERR , J>, I TEf. , IFL AG ) SO7D120
IFl Af~ = P S0Z0121
PRINT 80P SQZU122
35
800 FORMAT!/,' A >
DO 24 1-1,
N





1)1' <!b 1*1, 5Q73125
READ<5,900) (A( I,J),J»1,NI SOZ0127
WRITE (6, 1000)! A(
I






AUl ll>All t I
I
1>U/<U132
DO 26 J*1,N SO/0133
26 AM = ANI+DABS(M I ,JJ ) SQZ0134
21 ANUKM = DMAX1 UNnKP.Z.NTJ SO7013F
CALL OPDEP!N,ND,D,X) SQZU36
PRINT 700, (D( I) ,1=1, N) SOZ1137
/UO RKMAI|/,» EIGENVALUES GF UJTKIX B '«•/ , (vX , !PbU2S>.l6 H S071138
C PEPFCP* TPANSFO" M ATICNS ON MATRIX A : SOZ0139
CALL XTCX(ND,N, A,X, AD.W1) $070140
CALL SUZINU.Nti ,P, LPS, WANT X,X, E3" , I EPR" ,&* , IT EP , I FLAG } SO 7 "J 141
DO 35 1=1, SQZ0W2
35 ALf M I) =A< I , I) S0'0143
NMl=N-I SP7J14A
IF( .NCT.WANTX) GO TO 32 S0701<5
C RELOAD B f. SAVE A : SQZ01<-6
1J = snziHJ/
DO 40 I-1,N S0Z0148
IP1=I*1 SO/0149
ihi.r.n i.iv ; l *i SO71150
DO ''0 J = IP1,N SQZ0151
IJ=IJ+1 SO70152
T = AU,J) SOZ0153
BII, J)=SAB( IJ) $070154
40 SAMIJ) = T S07.T155
41 CONTINUE "" sozoist





IF (BFTAU).EO.O.) GO TO 999 S0Z0160
EIG=ALFA(I J /PETM I ) S0ZD161
WF HE 16,993) BIG, ALFA! I ) , «ETAI I ) SOZ0162
998 FORMAT!/' LAMBDA* • ,
1
PD26 .16 , / ' • , • ALF A , BET 4 = '
,






GO TO 150 SOZ0165
999 WFITF(6,99 C ) Al F A ( I ) , BETA! I ) SOZ0166
995 FrRM#T{/« ','LAM q Da= * * ^FINI T E »*'/,' • ,
'
ALFA , 3ETA =• , 1P2D26 . 16 , Sy/nL-7
/3X, 'f ir,FNVFCTCP=« ) SOZOlori
150 CONTINUE S0Z0169




DO 33 K=l,N SOZ0172
33 XI K « I )=X(K,I )/Wl (I ) SO/T173
PRINT 9<^, ( XI J, I I , J = l ,N> SO/.") 17'
99A FCPMAT( •»• ,<X, 1PD26.16) SPZ0175
FN = 0. SO/ -)17^
KJ = SOZ0177




S«= FP(K)*X(K,I ) SO/0132




S£ = SA*SABe<J»'X< J,I )











kc = kj-2 .no* ir-K)—
~
IF(K.EQ.l) GO TO 5 3





bl bB=bB*bU,K J'XI J,i)
53 CONTINUE

























kn = i;vaxn hf hN)
55 CONTINUE
IF (RN.NE.O.)





0B H' M'A T I 3X, "«b*>n)UAL» ' ,1PU26.16///)
GO TO 1
2 PPINT 221 , IEFP
2^1 f-UKHAT(////l3X,«««IHfc ',I3,'-IH bJUbNVALUfc Llr t4—HAS ML!7 B£fcN» ,
• OETEPMINDED AFTER 30 ITERATIONS. ****•/)
GO TO 1
3 PPINT 2 22, Ik^ '
222 FTRMAT( ////IPX ,•%**** THE ',13,' -TH EIGENVALUE HAS NOT BEEN',
• DETEP.MI NOFO AFTEP 3Q ITERATIONS. »***»'/)
GO TO 1
A. PRINT 223
223 FORMAT (• *** MATRIX P. IS NOT POSITIVE DEFINITE DUE TO',
"
















lit i LAi vm ;x SH7022«
CALL SO'TPI (Nn,N,AB,ntEPStWAMX f X,IFLAG) SOZ0225
























DIMENSION AIND.ND) f D(ND) ,X( ND,ND)
3TT CIDUCE A TU
IF(N.LE.2) r,0
rM2=N-2
DTI UU K = l, K»2
KP1=K+1
NK1=N-K-1





C :::::: SCALING :
I M a I L » k i . t i > . u .
D1AUCNAL, KbfcP U U1ACUNAL.
n uo
KT"







DITJ GTJ I LI cdi
1)
1 , K ) / A ( L t K ) )
c31 ,iSBi ,c»J2
.DO*TSCALE)/(TSCALE-TSCALE*TSC\LE>)


























SO Z 02 73
FSf ALF=D(l. )/0(L




































T^ A { L 1 , J )
AlLlf J)=S*A(L f JJ~C*T










04 A(J,L l) = S*T-C A( J,L 1 )
I F( .NQT.WANTX) f-C TC 10'
DP 10 J=l ,N
T = X( J,L )
X( J,L ) = C1»T + S1 v xrj,Li)








MJ,L) = C1» T +S1*MJ ,L1) S07 128-
SO 7 12 ii
SO 702 36
























DIMENSION A (NO, NO) t D( NO ) , X( ND, NO)
















I I t« (1 ) =
BNI=DABS(D( I ))


















700 lh IM.Lb.LSJGU \U 390











IF (L.EO.LSJOO TC 260 ---- ...
50 Z J 324
SQZ0325
S0Z0326






GiMMA=i JL.LM1) ' '
IF( IFLAG.EO.l) GO TO 219























DO 217 1=1,2 . S07T343
LP1VI = LP1-I S0Z3344
DILP1«I )=0(LP1WI)'DESP3 SO703AT
IF(LP1MI.GT.LSJ AiLPl^I , LPU'I-1) = A(LP1MI,LPIMI-1)*DESP2 SOZ034*-
A(l PI Ml ,LP1 M ! IsAtLPlMItLPl*! )»0ESP3 SOZCH',7
216
IK .f.OT.VANTX) GO TO 217
DO 216 J=1,N























Z T =UArib( !AUimUrfS( IAU2 J
EPSAA=EPS *0T










c SECOND STOPPING CRITERION :. SQZ0365
CC=0APS{TAU1*TAU2) SQZ0366
hPSI=bPb*+A 5 rV J36/
IFIGG.LE.EPSM GO TO 220 S0ZO368
TAU12 = <",AP"A»t2/DAHS (TAU1-T AM 2
)
S0703o9
IH IAU12.Lt.tHi J GU IU III SOZJ370
GC TO 220 SQ71371
777 GS=GAMMA/GT SOZ0372
LPSM rfcPS *(1*.U0J SCZJ3f3
IF(GS.LE.EPSM 1 GO TO 230 S0ZO37<-
220 CONTINUE SOZ03 75
230 £IL,L-1) = 0. S0Z0376
IF < L.LT.M ) GO TO 260 S020377
M = L-l SOZ0378
rc 70 200 !>yZ0if9
c S0Z0380
c CHECK FOP S^ALL TOP OF R SQZ0361
c S0Z03J2
260 IF <DARS< 0(L) I.GT.EPSB) GO TO 300 SOZ0333




1HLP2.GT.M) LP2 = M 5QZ0338
ll=LPl SQZ0389
IF(A(LP1,L ) .F^1 . J.OOO) r,Q TO 280 S0ZO390
P=-A(LPl,L)/A(L,L) S0Z0391
IF(DARS(P) .LE.l.OOJ GC TO 27C S0Z0392
IMsiniNTfDLrGIDABSIP) )/DLOG( 16.D0J ) + l S0ZO393
6*16. bo** im SQZ0 39''
A<L,L)=Q*Q*ML,L) SOZ0395
A (LPl,L> *0* f (1*1, L) SnZ0396






P=-t (LPl,L)/A(Lt I ) SOZO-01
270 CONTINUE S0Z0vO2
A( IP1,LP1)-A (LP1.LP1 )*P-A(LPl,LJ SOZO-'-03
IF( .NPT.WAMTX) GO TO 279 SQZ040*
DC 27=; 1 = 1 ,N SQZ0AQ5




280 I = L P 1 S^Z •)•• c 8
LS=LS*i S^ZJ09
GC TO 2 30 SQZOUO
c SOZ0«Ul
c PEGIM ONE SOZ STFP, ITERATION STRATEGY SOZ0M2
c SHZO >13
300 V 1 = M- I SQ?OU<-
LP1=L*1 $OZV 15
LP2=L*2 SOZOVlc
IF(LPl.GT.M) LPl= v S0Z3M7
IKLP2.r,T.M| LP2 = '" S0Z0-13
k2
ITER<w)=I T ER(M)*l

































IFJP .LT. 0.00) R=-P
SHIFT=G2+EL/(P+R)


























+ CALL SCALE( A,D,L,LP1 , LF2 ,L, ND, TSCAL E, N, WAN'TX , X )
GO TO 583
5 82 IFlKiCALL.L'.l I SL4L l-1 . DO ) / ( 1 . L'O+TVJ tLt -i "C ALc ) J



















































M THE SPECIAL TRANSFORMATION PRODUCED FR0 M THE ORIGIN SHIFT:
ftArSF<A,L) ,L,L,LPl , I P2tU/N:TX,X,Xl, X2 , N, *1
,
M










OT.^) K2 = v
l,* M l ) ,E0. O.CO) CO TO











= D Ah S ( / ( k 1 , «'* 1 ) / 'l ( u f k '' 1 ) )
flLr-l.TP) -81,683,632




S"70--7»CALL SC/LF ( A ,0,K ,M,K2, K'-'l,NiJ,"bCuL^ f N.wANTX, <)
k3
GO TO 6 81
682 IF(PSCALE.LT.(TSCALE-l.DO)/(l.CO«-TSCALF*TSCALE) )



















CALL TEA^iSr ( A,D,KM1 ,K,n f K2,WJKTX,X
CONTINUE
CONTINUE

















WP.ITE(6,*?5? ) UTERd! ) ,II«1,N)
FOPMATM *»*+** ITEMI ) = •/, (2015 ) )
SOZ0<t99
SO 7 05 30




SUBROUTINE TR A\'SF( A , D, KM1, K ,K
1
,K2,WANT X, X, XI , X2. N, M I ,M ,ND, EP5B, S0Z0«534
f IFIAO) SQ 7^505
IMPLICIT P.E£l>8 (A-H.C-ZJ 50Z05Ce
LOGICAL WANTX SOZ0S37
DIMENSION AtNOtNDN 0(N01 tX(NDt.NO) SO'03C8
c 50Zv350«J
c FIND AND PERFORM TP ANSFOCMATITNS TO ZERO THE UNWANTEO NONZERO S<V0510
c ELEMENTS IN MATRICES A AND R : SO70511
I i>UZ J- 12
P = DS f>RT(xi*XH-X2*X2 ) S070513






Cl = C SO 70 520
S>1 = 5 5CZ1i2l
IF(IFLAG.EO.l) GO TO 7 S0ZO522











DC 21 J=KV1,K SO70332
T=MK1,JJ SQJ0333
A(Kl ,JJ=S*A(K, J)-C + T S07053^
21 * (K, J)=C1«A(K, J)+Sl*T SO ?0«?3E
IFU.G7 . k M l J Ain,^ll=0. 507053c
U=C1*T+S1*A(K1,K1) SQ703-37
A(K1 ,Kl ) = S* T-C- A(K1,K1) S07O538
A(K,K)=CI-A(K,<)+S1'U 5Q 7 5jS
T=A«K1,K1) SQZ0540
A(K1 ,K1 )=S*MK1,K)-C*T SOZO^l
A(Kl ,K )=ci* MKt,t<l+SITT SQ 7 03''2
IF(K2.E0.K1 ) CO to 23 S070543
A(K2,K)=Sl*AfK2,Kl) S0Z0544
A(K2 ,K1 )=-C*A<K2,Kl) SQZ05-5
23 CONTINUE SQZ05*6
IF( .N0T.WANTX1 GO TG 30 S0705',7
CO 25 J=1,N SQZ03'>8
T=X( J,K1) SQ705-VS
X( J,*l )=S' X(J,K)-r»T S370^ C P
X(J,K |=C1*X(J,K)+S1*T SOZO?i 1
23 CCNT INUE S070332












0, K , Kl ,K2
,































r ::: NOW iJDniTF THE AOWS AND CCLU W M5 K.K1 CF A AND D :
























IF< .NCT.WANTX) GP TO 20
00 1* J*1,N
SQZ0583


















rr TO 998 SOZJ593






SUPPHITINE CODER INiND f D»X)






















THIS SlBf-miTINE CR-OEPS THE EIGENVALUES OF MATRIX B IN ASCENDING





T5TJ 10 J = K,N




T = D ( J M I N )
TJUMTNi »=DJKJ
D(*)=T
OP 2 I = 1 ,
M
T = X(I,J M !M
X(I, JMI'j)=X(I ,K)

















USED TO PEP. PC
AFTER FIRST CALL OF SOI.
RM ANY MATRIX MULTIPLICATION
S'3 7 jc 2£
SOZ0627




c — c * x
Hi















Ullk) = D(K) y (K f J )
DC 1 I = KPL,r.'




TMK.LE.l) r,.j TC 3
DC 2 I = 1»KM1




















IPJK.tO.M r-C TO I if
DC 10 I=KP1 ,N
























































THIS SIJPFniJTINE UPDATES THE MATRIX A AFTER FIRST CALL OF SO?..
THIS SUBROUTINE IS ALSO USED TO PEP.FQR.M ANY MATRIX MULTIPLICATION








li'j yu j = i,n
JM1=J-1












W1(K)=W1 (KltCIM )«X( I, J)
SQ70639
SnZOc-':0























IF(K.tO.N J r.i, TO lb
DC 10 I=KP1 t N





IF( K.EQ.l) OC TO 30
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